**FUN WITH LINES**

A line is a dot that went for a walk


Did you know that artists use “blocks” to produce art? Known as the elements of art, they are the building blocks which artists use to communicate. The most basic element of art is line and as you can see here, basic lines can become vibrant works of art! Take a close look at these two artworks—how are they alike? How are they different?

**LOOK**

Take a look around your house and see how many different lines you can find. Try this activity in your backyard or on a walk with your family through the neighborhood. Are some lines easier to find than others? What happens when a line bends?

**MAKE**

Write the following words on scraps of paper: lazy, silly, happy, angry, excited, sleepy, sad, bubbly, hyper, and loud. Put the scraps of paper in a bowl and mix them up. Pick a piece of paper and read your word. Next, use lines to illustrate the word you chose. What does a lazy line look like? A happy line? How many new lines can you create?

**DO**

Stand in front of a mirror and try bending your body to make different lines. Do wiggly bodies make wiggly lines? Can you make a zig zag line using only your arms? Sit, stand, or lay down to do this, but please be careful!

#ChazenFromHome
Lines, lines are everywhere! Search your home and check off which lines you find! Were some lines easier to find than others? Did you find lines in surprising places?